
  

Three Point Extension Pole Kit Instructions 

 

Install 1 roll of tape on each side of Court-Line Tape Machine and adjust tape 

guides to a 2” wide line.  Check this adjustment by making a shore test run.  Place 

tape machine at the top of the arch of the key.  For high school and college this 

would be a straight line with the basketball goal.   

 

Review the most up to date court dimensions available before painting any 

lines.   

 

Assemble an extension pole to the tape machine by threading 

it into the flex joint.  Thread a second pole to the first pole.  

The next extension should be the one with the support 

dolly, followed by the remaining pole.  This would be 

sufficient for installing the 3-point line for high school, but for 

College and NBA Courts you will need to use 2 of the 2’ radius 

rods that come with the Court-Line Tape Machine to get the proper length. 

Remove center pivot from the Court-Line Tape 

Machine and install on the last extension pole.  

Measure down from the center of the basketball goal 

and mark this spot on the floor.  Place the center pivot 

on this spot and adjust the length so that tape 

machine will intersect with the top of the key.  When 

properly adjusted the tree point line will overlap the 

key line. 

 

 



 

 

One person will need to hold the center pivot in place or it can be pinned to the 

floor with a nail.  Place tape machine about 15’ from the top of the key and apply 

tape on a test run.  Make any necessary adjustments and repeat the test.  Before 

installing three point line be sure there is enough tape on each roll to completely 

install the 3-Point Line.  Before painting, go back over tape to be sure it has not 

come loose and all the edges are firmly adhering to the floor.  

 

Line guide brackets are marked with both inch and metric scale for easy adjustment 

to line width.  These slotted brackets allow tape guides to be adjusted to varying 

widths and re very helpful when repainting old lines or installing special width lines.  

A 1” and 2” wide straight guide is also furnished for the purpose of taping existing 

lines for repainting. 

 

The Court-Line Tape Machine comes supplied with 

tape guides for ¾”, 1”, and 2” wide tape.  These are 

safely stored I the right hand tape collar (marked 

storage bin) to prevent them from being lost.  A 1 ½” 

tape guide is also available but is not included.  
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